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Data already gathered

Data already gathered includes ca. 6,000 entries in Word format (513 pages in two 

columns) in the shape of an English-Dilzhe’e Apache Learners’ Dictionary.  There are 

also some audio tapes and digital video recordings.  It is yet to be determined how 

many of these exist.  There are also several printed materials, manuscript wordlists 

and other language data as detailed in the Project Description.

There are five notebooks worth of session notes based on elicitation sessions around 

the English-Dilzhe’e Apache Learners’ Dictionary.  All of the printed materials will be 

scanned and made part of the record.  The audio tapes will be digitized using 

equipment and assistance from the University of North Texas (UNT) digital library.  

They will be included with appropriate restrictions (to be determined after 

consultation with the appropriate community members) in the record.  The same is 

true for video recordings. 



Data to be collected, 1

Data to be collected will be in the form of digital audio recordings of texts 

and elicitation sessions using equipment from the University of North Texas 

linguistics lab and with help from the lab coordinator.

Each recording will be stored with information on:  the recording device, 

text length, speaker(s) with dialect information, who is present at the 

recording, location and situation of recording, genre, and a general 

description of what is covered in the recordings with the indication of which 

notebook has notes to the corresponding session. 

Texts will be entered in FLEx (SIL-International).  The FLEx project will be 

regularly backed up and stored on dedicated hard drives and on a UNT 

server.  XML output of analyzed texts will be archived at the Alaska Native 

Language Archives (ANLA), University of Alaska, Fairbanks. 



Data to be collected, 2

Data from Dilzhe’e will be moved from Word format (selected by the community) to Excel 

format and then incorporated into an existing Excel database created for other WA 

dialects, the latest version of which has already been archived at ANLA.

The Excel database (see last slide) will make it possible to transfer all material to XML 

outputting software as soon as such software is created for use with languages with the 

unusually complex morphology and morphophonology characterizing Athabaskan 

languages. The majority of Athabaskanist linguists use Excel for this reason.

ELAN (Max Planck Institute) is used by some linguists for very rudimentary word for word 

annotation and sound to text alignment.  FLEx can be used for word-for-word analysis and 

some morphological analysis, but it is not yet useful for handling complex Athabaskan 

prefixing paradigms.



Stages of management

During this one-year project, I will make backups of each field session on three 

dedicated hard drives, to be stored at the Yavapai-Apache Cultural Resource Center, 

in a secure office at the University of North Texas, and one in my safety deposit box 

at my bank in Denton, Texas.  I will also be uploading data on a regular basis to a 

secure UNT research server.

There is a quick turn-around time for submitting and having data archived (data 

ingestion) at ANLA. 

Dr. Gary Holton, Director, Alaska Native Language Archives, (ANLA, University of 

Alaska, Fairbanks) has agreed that the resulting materials will be digitally archived 

at the Alaska Native Language Archives.

The Yavapai-Apache Cultural Resource Center (Yavapai-Apache Nation, Camp Verde, 

Arizona) does not yet have a capacity for long term storage of digital materials, but 

expects to acquire this capacity soon, and when they do, I will store the materials at 

Yavapai-Apache Cultural Resource Center as well. 




